Hand Book
On
Rerailment Technique For
Different Types of Track Machines
Working in SEC Railway

Preface
CSM-3X track machine derailed in Rajnandgaon – Bakal section of Nagpur
division on 25.10.2015 after collision with tower wagon. Excess restoration time of 2 hrs
15 minutes was taken primarily due to no space earmarked in track machines for
providing jacks/lifting hooks necessary for re-railment. As satellite trolley was shifted by
about 30 degree angle, its movement was obstructed by a large no. of valves, pipelines
and other infringements. No space was available for providing jacks necessary for lifting
and lateral movement required for re-railment of the track machine.
HAG Officers inquiry committee recommended to take necessary steps to reduce
re-railment time on account of lack of expertise and experience and non availability of
jacking locations.
Nagpur division took initiative by jointly checking the track machines by
Mechanical and Engineering department for reducing the re-railment time.
Track machines which were running in Nagpur division like CSM 3X, UTV,, MPT,
BRM, DGS, BCM, FRM, DUOMATIC and UNIMAT 4S were jointly checked and reports
prepared. FRM machine which was running in BSP division was also got inspected by
respective incharges at Shahdol (SDL) and report was prepared.
Based on these reports, following recommendations and suggestions were
made.
1. Works to be carried out in track machine depot during IOH/POH.
2. Preparatory work to be done by track machine staff before arrival of ART.
3. Methodology of rerailment under different scenarios for expeditious rerailment.
Following works were identified and carried out in CSM 3X track machine depot
to provide jacking locations.
i) Relocation of pneumatic valves and fittings on sole bar near trolley.
ii) Relocation of pneumatic valves and fittings on sole bar near satellite trolley
iii) Pinpointing of jacking locations.
Detailed report alongwith photographs for individual track machine have been
prepared covering above points for better appreciation of the staff.
This report has been circulated to ARTs at Itwari and Gondia, Dongargarh (for
tool van) and AXEN/TM for training of ART/Track Machine staff and also as quick
reference.
This initiative taken by Nagpur division will help in expeditious restoration of track
machines working in SEC Railway.
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CSM 3X track machine

Technical Specification of CSM 3X track machine:
Length over Buffers

22940 mm

Height from rail level:

4090 mm

Total width

2900 mm

Wheel base:

1800/ 1500 mm

Wheel Dia:

730 mm

Total Weight

80T

No. of Axles

06

Max axle load:

20 ton

CSM 3X track machine has three bogies: front, rear and satellite bogie (All 4 wheeler). At
present no jacking points are indicated even for maintenance purpose on the underframe of this
machine.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I: Re-railment of front & rear bogie with two wheelset derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking behind the screw coupling on head stock.
Work to be done Work to be done by the
in depot
track machine staff
before ART reaches
site
NIL
1. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied above the
head stock.
2. Most of the pneumatic
connections in the
tension trolley are
detachable. Any such
connection
obstructing
fitment
of jack and traverse
should be detached.

Photographs

Scenario II:

Re-railment of front bogie derailed away from the track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done at about 250 mm behind the bogie towards
centre.
Work to be done in Work to be done by the Photographs
depot
track machine staff
before ART reaches site
1. Removal of air tank,
NIL
wire mesh and some
pneumatic
valves
fitted on left hand
side of bogie on
solebar
2. On right hand side
there is a clear space.
3. Removal of safety
bracket below the
cordon shaft.

Scenario III:

Re-railment of rear bogie derailed away from the track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done at about 250 mm behind the bogie towards
centre.
Work to be done Work to be done by the
in depot
track machine staff
before ART reaches
site
Relocation
of 1.Relocation
of
pneumatic valves
pneumatic valves on
on left side sole
sole bar on left side if
bar.
not done in depot
2. Wheels of measuring
trolley
should
be
removed.
3.There is no obstruction
on right side

Photographs

Scenario IV: Re-railment of satellite bogie.
Methodology: Two point jacking location on the side frame of the satellite bogie towards
front end.
Work to be done
in depot’s

Relocation of
hydraulic valves on
left side frame
.

Work to be done by the
track machine staff
before ART reaches
site
Releasing hydraulic
cylinders, dismantling
wheel guard and other
parts obstructing free
movement of bogie

Photographs

Following modifications have been done during IOH of CSM 3X machine No. -3961 at
ZBD/NGP for providing jacking space.
1. The hydraulic valves with fittings on the left side frame of the satellite bogie have
been relocated.
2. The pneumatic valves and fittings on the side sole bar (left hand side jacking
location of rear end bogie) have been relocated

BEFORE

AFTER

LASHING ARRANGEMENT:
Under frame of CSM machine on both end is provided with hollow space or pocket holes,
which can be used for lash down to body of machine and trolley by adequate capacities of
lashing chains.

UNIMAT 4S track machine

Technical Specification of UNIMAT 4S track machine:
Length over Buffer

28370 mm

Height from rail level:

3743 mm

Total width

3000 mm

Wheel base:

1800 mm

Wheel Dia:

920 mm

Total Weight

84T

No. of Axles

05

Max axle load:

19.8 ton

UNIMAT 4S machine is equipped with three bogies, two wheelset each in two bogies and one
wheelset in third bogie. Jacking locations marked in the machine cannot be used for re-railment
purpose by MFD/LUKAS jacks as these are meant to be used for lifting by crane/whiting jacks.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios using MFD/LUKAS jacks are given below:
Scenario I:
Re-railment of front bogie with two wheelset derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking behind screw coupling on the head stock.
Work to be done
in depot

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
Relocation
of 1.Removal of Pneumatic
Pneumatic
brake
brake pipe hangers if
pipe hangers
not relocated, in
depot
2. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied over the
head stock.
3. Removal of flexible
Pneumatic
brake
pipe
hose
used
during coupling.

Photographs

Scenario II:

Re-railment of front bogie with two wheelset derailed away from the track or the
machine is in canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done at 350 mm behind inner end of the bogie in
between the pneumatic tank of machine.
Work to be done
in depot
1. Shifting of duct
for electrical wires
behind the sole bar
frame on right hand
side
2. Relocating air
tank on left hand
side in alignment
with the air tank on
right side.
3. Relocation of
pneumatic valves to
create
jacking
space.

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Cutting and removing
duct for electrical
wires behind the sole
bar frame on right
hand side, if not
relocated in depot
2. Cutting and removing
air cylinder on left
side , if not relocated
in depot
3. If the pneumatic
valves
are
not
relocated in depot,
same
to
be
dismantled.

Photographs

Scenario III: Re-railment of middle bogie derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking below the end coupling beam.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
NIL
Open the transducer of
measuring trolley.

Scenario IV: Re-railment of middle bogie with two wheelset derailed away from the track.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done at 350 mm behind the inner end of the bogie in
between the air tank frame.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Relocation of 1. Cutting
and
working light
removing of working
bracket on left
light bracket, if not
side
relocated in depot
2. Relocation of 2. Cutting
and
pneumatic
removing
of
valves on left
pneumatic valves, if
side
not relocated in
depot
3. Removal of hose
through brake pipe.
4. Removal
of
Hydraulic valve

Scenario V: Re-railment of single wheelset at the rear of machine.
Methodology: Single point jacking behind screw coupling on the head stock.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Through brake 1. If the through brake
pipe hangers are to
pipe hangers are not
be relocated.
relocated, then the same
to be dismantled.
2. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied over the head
stock.
1. The flexible brake
through hose to be
opened.

LASHING ARRANGEMENT:
UNIMAT 2S machine is provided with eight wheeler arrangement , in this machine we can
used lashing chain to lash down body and trolley both end of machine.

DUOMATIC track machine

Technical Specification of DUOMATIC track machine:
Length over Buffer

20610 mm

Height from rail level:

3724 mm

Total width

2900 mm

Wheel base:

1830 mm

Wheel Dia:

730 mm

Total Weight

49T

No. of Axles

04

Max axle load:

10.50 ton

DUOMATIC machine has two bogies with two wheel sets each. Jacking locations are not
marked in the machine. Machine is equipped with measuring trolleys (Front and rear) which are
pneumatically operated and are detachable if required, can be removed manually at site.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I:
Re-railment of front end bogie if derailed near the track.
Methodology: Single point Jacking to be done below the head stock behind screw
coupling. Two cross members available can be used for jacking by keeping
a plate of 20 mm below it.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Fixture
for 1. Cutting and removing
holding rod of
fixture for holding rod
measuring
of measuring trolley if
trolley is welded
not done in depot.
to
the 2. Cutting and removing
underframe.
fixture of hydraulic
Detachable
cylinders if not done
arrangement to
in depot.
be made for the 3. Removal of the front
same.
portion
of
the
2. Same
measuring trolley.
arrangement to 3. 4.
Removal
of
be made for the
pneumatic pipe of
fixing
of
brake
valve
and
hydraulic
flexible hose.
cylinders

Scenario II: Re-railment of front bogie if derailed away from track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done on the head stock where cross members join.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Fixture
for 1. Cutting
and
holding rod of
removing fixture for
measuring
holding
rod
of
trolley
is
measuring trolley if
welded to the
not done in depot.
underframe.
2. Cutting
and
Detachable
removing yoke of
arrangement to
hydraulic cylinders if
be made for the
not done in depot.
same.
3. Removal of the front
2. Same
portion
of
the
arrangement to
measuring trolley.
be made for the
yoke
of
hydraulic
cylinders

Scenario III: Re-railment of rear bogie if derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point Jacking to be done below the head stock behind screw
coupling. Two cross members available can be used for jacking by putting a
plate of 20 mm below it.
Work to be done
in depot

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART

NIL

Removal of flexible
through brake pipe

Photographs

Scenario IV: Re-railment of rear bogie if derailed away from track or machine is in canted
position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done on head stock where cross members join.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1.
Detachable 1. Removal of fixture for
arrangement
for water separator, if not
water
separator done in depot.
under front head
stock

LASHING ARRANGEMENT:
DUOMATIC machine is provided with eight wheeler arrangement in this machine , we
can used lashing chain to lash down body and trolley both end of machine

MPT track machine

Technical Specification of MPT track machine:
Length over Buffers

28570 mm

Height from rail level:

3630 mm

Total width

3000 mm

Wheel base:

1830 mm

Wheel Dia:

730 mm

Total Weight

65T

No. of Axles

05

Max axle load:

15.75 ton

MPT machine has two bogies along with loading platform with single wheel set. Jacking
locations marked in the machine cannot be used for re-railment purpose by MFD/LUKAS jacks
as these are meant to be used for lifting by crane/whiting jacks. However, jacking locations
marked in loading platform can be used for re-railment purpose.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I:
Re-railment of loading platform wheelset derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking behind the screw coupling on head stock.
Work to be done
in depot

1. The Pneumatic
brake pipe hangers
are to be relocated.

Work to be done by the
track machine staff
before ART reaches
site
1. If the Pneumatic
brake pipe hangers
are not relocated, then
the same are to be
dismantled.
2. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied over the head
stock
3. Flexible through hose
pipe is to be removed.

Photographs

Scenario II: Re-railment of loading platform with single wheelset derailed away from the
track or loading platform is in canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking at locations marked on sole bar of BFR.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
NIL.
NIL

Scenario III: Re-railment of rear end of machine bogie derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking to be done below the yoke beam of loading platform
attached with machine.
Work to be done
in depot
NIL

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
NIL

Photographs

Scenario IV: Re-railment of rear bogie derailed away from the track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology: Two Jacks to be fitted on the junction of cross bar and sole bar at about 650
mm ahead of the bogie towards loading platform.
Work to be done Work to be done by Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Relocation of
1. Removing hydraulic
hydraulic
brake
brake valve on left
valve on left side
side if not relocated
2. Relocation of
in depot
pneumatic valves
2.Removing pneumatic
on right side
valves on right side
if not relocated in
depot
3. Y-frame of front
measuring trolley to
be
dismantled
before arrival of the
ART.

Scenario V: Re-railment of front end of machine bogie derailed near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking behind screw coupling on the head stock.
Work to be done Work to be done by Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
Relocation
of 1. Dismantling
of
through brake pipe
through brake pipe
hangers.
hangers
if
not
relocated, in depot
2. Opening of flexible
brake hoses at site.
3. Removal
of
pneumatic cylinder
and play rod of front
tension trolley.
2. If required, trolley
frame
to
be
dismantled
for
fitment of re-railing
bridge.

Scenario VI: Re-railment of front bogie derailed away from the track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology for re-railment: Two point location about 400 mm ahead of the bogie
towards headstock.
Work to be done Work to be done by Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Detachable
1. Dismantling of the
arrangement for
electrical
panel
fixture
of
fixture fitted on left
electrical panel
side
fitted on left
2. Dismantling
of
2. Hydraulic brake
hydraulic
brake
valve on right
valve fitted on right
hand side to be
hand side
relocated
and 3. Removing tube light
detachable
on right hand side
arrangement to 4. Dismantling Y-frame
be made for the
of the measuring
same.
trolley.

LASHING CHAIN ARRANGEMENT:
Under frame of MPT machine on both end is provided with hollow space or pocket holes
which can be used for lash down to body of machine and trolley by adequate capacities of
lashing chains .

DGS track machine

Technical Specification of DGS track machine:
Length over Buffers

17250 mm

Height from rail level:

3790 mm

Total width

2800 mm

Wheel base:

1500 mm

Wheel Dia:

730 mm

Total Weight

57T

No. of Axles

04

Max axle load:

14.50 ton

DGS machine has two bogies with two wheelset each. Jacking locations marked on solebar can’t
be used for re-railment purpose by MFD/LUKAS jacks as these are meant to be used for lifting
by crane/whiting jacks.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I: Re-railment of front or rear end of machine bogie derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking to be done behind screw coupling on the headstock.
Work to be done in Work to be done by Photographs
depot
track
machine
staff
before arrival of ART
1. The through brake 1. If
the
Pneumatic
pipe hangers are to
through brake pipe
be relocated.
hangers
are
not
relocated, then they are
to be dismantled at
site.
2. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied over the head
stock.
3. Removal of flexible
through hose.

Scenario II:

Re-railment of front end of machine bogie derailed away the track or the
machine is in canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done on sole bar at about 400 mm from inner end of
the bogie.
Work to be done in
Work to be done by
Photographs
depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Relocation of two 1. Removal of two
pneumatic valves
pneumatic valves fitted
fitted on right hand
on right hand side if
side
not done in depot
2. Removal of through
flexible hose pipes
fitted on left hand side.
3. Removing APD of DV
valve.

Scenario III: Re-railment of rear end of machine bogie derailed away the track or the
machine is in canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done on sole bar at about 400 mm from inner end of
the bogie.
Work to be done in
Work to be done by
Photographs
depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
Relocation
or Dismantling of battery
detachable
box fitted on right side if
arrangement
for not relocated in depot.
battery box fitted on
right side.

LASHING ARRANGEMENT:
Under frame of DGS machine on both end is not provided with hollow space or pocket
holes. Therefore we can be used a full length lashing chain to lash down machine body and
trolley

BCM track machine

Technical Specification of BCM track machine:
Length over Buffer

30600 mm

Height from rail level:

4015 mm

Total width

3050 mm

Wheel base:

1830 mm

Wheel Dia:

900 mm

Total Weight

91T

No. of Axles

04

Max axle load:

18.50 ton

BCM machine has two bogies with two wheel sets each. Jacking locations marked in the
machine cannot be used for re-railment purpose by MFD/LUKAS jacks as these are meant for
lifting by crane/whiting jacks.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I:
Rerailment of first cabin/ working cabin trolley derailed near the track.
Methodology: Single point Jacking to be done behind the under slung water tank at a
distance about 1060 mm from head stock. Two longitudinal channels of ‘I’
section are available with gap of 630 mm at the centre. Gap of 330 mm
between channels to be filled by wooden planks by keeping M. S. Plate of
250mmx700mmX25mm below it and fitment of jack below this plate.
Work to be done
in depot

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART

Nil

Nil

Photographs

Scenario II: Rerailment of first cabin/ working cabin trolley if derailed away from track or
the machine is in canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done on the head stock of machine.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
Bolted arrangement Cutting and removing
in place of welded welded brackets for
brackets for fitment fitment of lamps, if not
of two lamps on done in depot.
headstock.

Scenario III: Rerailment of rear cabin trolley if derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point Jacking to be done just behind head stock. There are two
longitudinal sole bar of channel section having gap about 330 mm between
them. Gap to be filled by wooden planks. M. S. Plate of
250mmx700mmX25mm to be kept below these planks and fitment of jack
below this plate to be done.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
NIL

NIL

Scenario IV: Rerailment rear cabin trolley if derailed away from track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done on longitudinal sole bar ahead of bogie
towards head stock.
Work to be done
Work to be done by
Photographs
in depot
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
NIL
Pneumatic safety valve
to be removed.

LASHING CHAIN ARRANGEMENT:
Under frame of BCM machine on both end is provided with hollow space or pocket holes,
which can be used for lash down to body of machine and trolley by adequate capacities of
lashing chains.

FRM track machine

Technical Specification of FRM track machine:
Length over Buffers

39440 mm

Height from rail level:

3917 mm

Total width

3081 mm

Wheel base:

1830 mm

Wheel Dia:

900 mm

Total Weight

115 T

No. of Axles

06

Max axle load:

20.40 ton

FRM machine has three bogies with two wheel sets each. Jacking locations are not
marked on the underframe of machine.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I:
Re-railment of front bogie of the machine.
Methodology: Single point jacking is not possible due to fitment of air tank on the head
stock frame. Two point jacking to be done on the sole bar at a distance of
3100 mm from bogie center towards the headstock
Work to be done
in depot

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART

Nil

Removal of pneumatic
pipe line at lifting
location

Photographs

Scenario II: Re-railment of middle bogie of the machine.
Methodology: Single point Jacking not possible. Two point jacking to be done on the sole
bar at a distance of 3600 mm from the center of middle bogie towards front
bogie
Work to be done
in depot

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART

NIL

NIL

Photographs

Scenario III: Re-railment of rear bogie.
Methodology: - Single point Jacking is not possible. Two point jacking to be done on the
sole bar at the distance of 3600 mm from bogie end towards middle bogie.
Work to be done
in depot

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART

NIL

NIL

Photographs

LASHING CHAIN ARRANGEMENT:
Under frame of FRM machine on both end is provided with hollow space or pocket holes,
which can be used for lash down to body of machine and trolley by adequate capacities of
lashing chains.

BRM track machine

Technical Specification of BRM track machine :
Length over Buffers

11020 mm

Height from rail level:

3530 mm

Total width

3185 mm

Wheel base:

4500 mm

Wheel Dia:

730 mm

Total Weight

18 T

No. of Axles

02

Max axle load:

10 ton

BRM machine has four wheeler arrangements. Jacking locations marked in the machine cannot
be used for re-railment purpose by MFD/LUKAS jacks as these are meant for lifting by
crane/whiting jacks.
Re-railment strategies under different scenarios are given below:
Scenario I: Re-railment of front wheelset derailed just near the track.
Methodology: Single point jacking behind the screw coupling on the head stock.
Work to be done in
depot

1. The pipe hangers
are to be relocated.

Work to be done by
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
1. Cutting and removing
B.P pipe hangers if not
relocated,
2. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied over the head
stock

Photographs

Scenario II:

Re-railment of front end of machine derailed away the track or the machine is in
canted position.
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done at the points below headstock behind the buffers.
Work to be done in Work to be done by Photographs
depot
track
machine
staff
before arrival of ART
1. The
location 1. Working light brackets
identified for two to be removed at site, if not
points jacking on relocated earlier.
headstock
is
hollow channel.
This portion is to
be strengthened
by
providing
box arrangement
(welding
additional
Cchannel)
2. Welding of MS
plate at jacking
points
for
providing level
surface.
3. Working
light
assemblies to be
relocated.
Scenario III: Re-railment of rear bogie derailed just near the track.
Methodology for re-railment: Single point jacking behind the screw coupling on the head
stock.
Work to be done in Work to be done by Photographs
depot
track
machine
staff
before arrival of ART
1. The through brake 1. Cutting and removing
pipe hangers are to
through brake pipe
be relocated.
hangers if not relocated
2. Screw coupling to be
taken out from hook
and tied over the head
stock

Two point locations is not possible as the
protruded portion of the plough/ regulating plate
obstructs fitment of re-railing bridge. As weight of
the machine is less, rerailment is possible with
single jack. However, if it does not work, plate
will have to be cut at site for fitment of re-railing
bridge for rerailment.

LASHING ARRANGEMENT:
BRM machine is provided with four wheeler arrangements, therefore no need of
lashing chain for lashing bogie with body. Packing to be used between axle box wing and
safety bracket.

UTV track machine

Technical Specification of UTV track machine:
Length over Buffers

13170 mm

Height from rail level:

3550 mm

Total width

3000 mm

Wheel base:

8000 mm

Wheel Dia:

915 mm

Total Weight

40 T

No. of Axles

02

Max axle load:

20 ton

UTV machine is a four wheeler with one wheelset on each side. Jacking locations marked
on underframe can be used during derailment.

Only one method of Rerailment can be followed in different scenarios of derailment
Methodology: Two point jacking to be done at the lifting pads
Work to be done in Work to be done by photographs
depot’s
track machine staff
before arrival of ART
No
modification The protruding nut (02
required.
nos) can obstruct fitment
of re-railing bridge. It
should be removed before
ART reaches the site.

Single point jacking can’t be done due to cattle
guard below the head stock. However, it can be
used for traversing after lifting by two jacks from
side and putting roller carriage below the guard
for traversing.

LASHING ARRANGEMENT:
UTV machine is provided with four wheeler arrangements, therefore no need of
lashing chain for lashing bogie with body. Packing to be used between axle box wing and
safety strap.

NOTE
Re-railment Technique for Other
machines are in process and will
be uploaded later
.

